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FACEBOOK
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HOME TEAM

Your UK Team of Regional Representatives
The Celebrate Recovery UK Team consists of, from left to right:
Colin Baker is the representative for the South of England.
Tony Turner, the UK Director for Celebrate Recovery, is based in Derby and is the point of contact
for churches in the Midlands and Wales.
Catherine Robinson lives in Newcastle upon Tyne and is the North East representative and the
point of contact for Scotland too.
Kath Leigh, from Lancaster, is the North West representative and also the point of contact for
Northern Ireland.
Read more about the UK Team’s role inside on page 3.
WWW.CELEBRATERECOVERY.CO.UK
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Sam’s Story - from dysfunction and
abuse to forgiveness and peace

My name is Sam. I am a
Christian in recovery from
anger and co-dependency. I
held deep resentment
towards my family.
Relationships were like a
minefield; I had a track record
of getting hurt and hurting
others.
Growing up with family dysfunction, I lacked the boundaries I
needed to mature. Alcoholism brought instability, times of
intense stress, financial insecurity and robbed me of my Dad. I
didn’t learn social skills and chose unhelpful ways to cope with
the shame I felt. I blamed my parents and rejected them and my
cultural heritage. My lifestyle of alcohol and drug abuse
increased my shame and low self-esteem. I believed in God but
I didn’t have a relationship with Jesus Christ.
Aged 18 years old, I got married. I believed that my husband
was like God to me and that I had no hope without him. This
was not the foundation of a good relationship. My husband
became violent and, fearing for my life, I left him and took our
baby home to my family. I felt safer and started to come out of
the fog of my ‘misbeliefs’ but was deeply traumatised; I could
not undo what had been done. I used the only coping tool I
knew: denial. At times I used alcohol to block unwanted
thoughts. I felt a failure towards my baby, my family and God
and wanted to end my hopelessness.
As the years passed, I hardened my heart. I became proud
because I had survived. I stuffed memories and feelings further
down. Resentful and codependent behaviour damaged my
relationships with my second husband and children. I had
outbursts of rage. Until I came to Celebrate Recovery, I didn’t
know that forgiveness and healing were possible. Principle 2 is,
“Earnestly believe that God exists, that I matter to Him and
that He has the power to help me recover” based on “Happy
are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted” Matthew 5:4
Gradually, I began to experience the change I had been hoping
for. I didn’t find a quick fix, but I felt better each week that I went
to Celebrate Recovery. In this safe place I started to look at the
things I had buried. I learned the truth: the truth about me and
my relationship with my Higher Power, Jesus. My relationships
are healthier and blessed. The Serenity Prayer says: “taking, as
Jesus did, this sinful world as it is, not as I would have it, trusting
that you will make all things right if I surrender to your will”.
Thank you for letting me share.
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Chasing Your
Tail?

Have you ever felt your
recovery is going round in
circles, like a dog chasing its
tail, getting nowhere fast?
Celebrate Recovery describes
this chaos or ‘insanity’ as
“doing the same thing over
and over again, expecting a
different result each time”.
When I struggled with bulimia, I
kept turning to bingeing
hoping for comfort and
distraction from my pain and
stress. But bingeing made me
feel worse. I was stuck!
The good news is that it is
possible to stop going round in
circles and to move forward.
I was trying to “fix” my hurts,
hang-ups, and habits all by
myself. Recovery came when I
admitted that, by myself, I was
powerless to change and
sought God’s power instead.
I had believed He had the
power to help but only when I
came to truly believe that He
loves me, could I believe He
wanted to help. That’s
Principle 2: Earnestly believe
that God exists, that I matter
to Him, and that He has the
power to help me recover.
How well are you believing
• God exists?
• God loves you?
• God has the power to help?
Change is possible when we
seek His power.

Catherine Robinson
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Represent Your Region!
Over the last ten years Celebrate Recovery in the UK has seen
considerable growth. This has been due to the hard work of the UK
Team: Catherine Robinson, Colin Baker, Katherine Leigh, and myself.
We have spent many hours planning our conferences, organising
the “Introducing Celebrate Recovery – a pack for UK churches” and
our first volume of Celebrate Recovery UK testimonies and much
more. Our objective is to serve you all to ensure that healthy
Celebrate Recovery ministries are established in the UK - ministries
that follow the DNA of Celebrate Recovery and duplicate the
programme model that we find in Saddleback.
But it’s time for a step change! The UK needs Celebrate Recovery.
One way to expand our influence is to have more regional
representatives (reps), who can influence in their locality.
“Our hope is that, as your faith continues to grow,
our sphere of activity among you will greatly expand”
2 Corinthians 10:15b
What are the requirements of a rep? A rep must have completed a step study and have served on a
Celebrate Recovery team for two years. I also believe a rep needs the following qualities:
Encouraging: A rep needs to be teachable as well as enjoy teaching others.
Persistent: Reps need to consistently help and support groups to adhere to the DNA.
Reliable: A rep should be committed with a steadfast heart for changed lives.
Connected: Reps stay connected to regional Ministry Leaders and to Celebrate Recovery’s
international movement to bring Christ-centred, Bible-based recovery to the world.
Over the coming months the UK Team will be inviting team members from around the UK to sit with us
at some of our meetings to give a taster of what the rep role involves.
Step 12 gives us a clear message, “Having had a spiritual experience as a result of these steps, we
try to carry this message to others and to practise these principles in all our affairs”.
If you are ready to step up to the mark, contact me at tony@reachonline.org.
Tony Turner, UK Director

Two Testimony Opportunities
One-minute videos
We’re building an online collection of 1-minute
videos to share hope and spread the word that
Jesus Christ is changing lives through
Celebrate Recovery. See the contributions so
far at https://vimeo.com/showcase/5759275.
We may be able to include your video
comment or testimony about Celebrate
Recovery in our collection. A simple film made
with your phone is fine. Your Ministry Leader can
send it to enquiries@celebraterecovery.co.uk.
Please remember to keep it to approximately
one minute and give Jesus the praise!
WWW.CELEBRATERECOVERY.CO.UK

UK Testimonies Volume 2
Our first volume of British testimonies is
available on USB for £15. These six
stories can be shared year on year at
your Celebrate Recovery meetings.
For details of how to order it, contact
enquiries@celebraterecovery.co.uk .
We’d like to produce a second volume of
Celebrate Recovery UK testimonies. If
you attend a UK group and would like to
submit your story, speak to your Ministry
Leader who can suggest you to us and
we’ll send instructions through them.
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Meet Two Ministry Leaders
David and Gill Longfield are Ministry Leaders of
Celebrate Recovery at City Church, Newcastle. Their
Celebrate Recovery group meets on Wednesdays at
7.30pm. Here they introduce themselves:
We have been Christians for many years, but it wasn’t
until we came back to Newcastle in 2005, having
worked in India for more than a decade, that our
struggles came to the surface. We had both been
controlled by fear and had a huge need to please
people. Coming back we lost our roles and jobs in an
International school, our status and our friends. All the
things that we had used to cover our fear, pride and
insecurities had been taken away.
We joined City Church in Newcastle but were empty
inside. David was often in tears at the end of the
services and Gill felt like she was in a shipwreck, holding
onto some flotsam to keep her head above water. Where were the love, peace and joy Jesus offered?
Fortunately God brought Celebrate Recovery across the path of four or five of us in church. We worked
through the materials and started the programme eleven years ago.
Every year God has done much in our lives as well as in so many others. We are no longer controlled by
fear. David delights in the truth of Principle 2 that “I matter to God”. He now knows that Jesus is for him
which makes it a joy to commit all his life and will to God’s care and control. When he is experiencing
God’s love and goodness it is so much easier for David to tell others about Him. Knowing that she is
deeply loved, amid the brokenness and mess that is always there, even as a Christian, has brought Gill
so much peace. Being dependent on God has replaced the pressure of trying to get everything right
and being real with others has brought her deep acceptance.
So we can introduce ourselves as very grateful believers in Jesus. We are glad that He is helping us to
overcome pressure and fear, the need to get everything right and to please others. He is enabling us to
share this good news with others here in Celebrate Recovery and elsewhere.

Ministry Leader Half-day Meetings
On Saturday 25 April we have planned to hold
three half-day meetings for Ministry Leaders. The
meetings offer the opportunity to support each
other and share ideas about dealing with specific
situations we face. It is our prayer that regional
connections will be strengthened through this
time together.
However with government advice about avoiding
unnecessary social contact, these Half-day
meetings are under review. We may need to
consider running our April meeting in an
alternative format - perhaps electronically.
We’ll be in touch with Ministry Leaders in due
course to update them but ask them to please
keep the event marked in their diaries!
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